










This module provides an insight to the Double pass Club Model and a Framework

to design a strategic roadmap to manage a Women’s Club & Academy while

facing the obstacles of the Women’s Football landscape. This chapter is broken

down into 2 modules :

At the end of this module you will be able to: 

Design a strategic plan for Club
& academy with a focus on
the context of Women’s Football.

Translate the club strategic plan into
the different steps of an academy
strategic plan.

Set clear academy goals & key
performance indicators to evaluate 
the ROI of an academy and its 
departments.

Design an optimal club organization
model and structure for talent
development, including a technical 
board & academy management.



Football Philosophy describes who you are as a football Club/Academy and has a

significant influence on how you want to be identified both on & off the pitch. Next to

that, it’s also important to understand the factors and processes that influence

development of the team. This module guides you with a comprehensive framework and

detailed step to design a Football Philosophy and provides you frameworks that will

optimize the football performance of your Club/ Academy. This chapter is broken down

into 4 modules :

At the end of this module you will be able to: 

Understand & define the various
building blocks of developing a Football
Philosophy.

Develop your own unique Football
Philosophy specific to your own context & 
environment.

Set specific and age-appropriate
learning objectives for all groups
at a Club/Academy.

Design a Curriculum and a 
Periodization plan to turn theory
into practice at a Club/Academy.

Develop your own Session, Exercise
and Coaching DNAs to streamline
the learning.



The individual player is the main focus in Football. In this chapter we provide you

with a framework to maximize the potential of each player focusing on both

football and heath & performance which will ease integration of young girls into

the professional football world. This chapter is broken down into 2 modules :

At the end of this module you will be able to: 

Develop an understanding of 
Scientific Data and Technology for a 
more accurate picture of Female 
Player’s Potential.

Set Personalized targets for top 
prospects via Individual 
Development Plans (IDP).
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